
PRIVACY POLICY 

Gungnir Resources Inc. takes your privacy seriously. Please read the following to learn more about our 

privacy policy. 

This Privacy Policy applies to Gungnir Resources Inc., its subsidiaries, and any website containing the 

Gungnir name (collectively "Gungnir"). Gungnir considers the care and protection of your personal 

information to be of utmost importance. With the goal of ensuring that your rights in this area are fully 

respected, Gungnir has designed a policy that clearly outlines its practices regarding how it uses 

information gathered about you. 

When you browse this website, you do so anonymously. Gungnir does not collect personal information. 

For statistical purposes only, Gungnir may log your domain and IP address (the Internet address of your 

computer) automatically when you visit this website to give Gungnir an idea of which parts of this 

website you visit and how long you spend there. However, this information does not identify you as an 

individual, but only the computer that you are using to view the site and your approximate geographic 

location. 

Cookies are small text files placed on your computer by websites that you visit to make websites work, 

or work more efficiently, as well as to provide information to the owners of the site. Gungnir may use 

this information to compile reports and to help it improve its websites and the user experience. The 

cookies collect information in an anonymous form, including the number of visitors to the site, where 

visitors have come to the site from and the pages they visited. By accessing and using this Site, you 

consent to the processing of data about you for the purposes set out above. Your web browsers may 

allow some control of cookies through the browser settings. 

If you have any questions about this policy or wish to make a complaint regarding the treatment of your 

personal information by us you can write to us at Suite 404-1688 152 Street, Surrey, BC V4A 4N2 or 

email us at using the Contact Link on our website. 


